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“This is more than a simulation”

“We the peoples” — the first three words
of the UN Charta already outline the key to
understanding the concept of the United
Nations. With its member states
renouncing some of their own sovereignty
for the greater good, the United Nations is
not a coalition of governments but aim at
representing each and every individual in
the Global Community.
The Conference Headline „Beyond We
the Peoples — The Many Faces of
Sovereignty“, addresses the individual
rights and freedoms that the United
Nations promote and try to enforce for this
Global Community. In his moving speech
at the festive opening ceremony last night
MUIMUN Secretary General Kai Kröger elaborated on
the organization´s purpose and drew attention to the
great chances opened to the sovereign individual.
“What shapes our identity is the people we meet”, Kai
Kröger emphasizes when building a bridge to the diverse
and likewise open-minded platform a conference like
MUIMUN displays for participants. “This is more than a
simulation” he insists.
This year´s patron, the International Criminal Court´s
Chief Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda, also values
international
collaboration
among
young
people. In one of
her interviews the
Gambian
jurist
affirms “We share a
common bond and
it is our duty to
make sure that we
preserve that bond”.
Key note speaker Jennifer Wong, International
Paralympic Committee Development Manager, embraced

the idea behind Model United Nations. Paralympic
Athletes “inspire and excite the world as catalysts of
change”. The same role can be adopted by MUN delegates
who can raise awareness about Human Rights and global
challenges while having a life-enhancing experience.
In the historic atmosphere of Münster Castle and with
the musical support from “Catfish”, MUIMUN 2014 has
been declared
open.
During the
following
Champagne
Reception
the delegates
could enjoy
the cheerful
and chatty
atmosphere
exchanging
expectations about what will hopefully be a marvelous
week.
By Franziska Funke

B reaking News

The french goverment retreats from its office after a crushing defeat by the National Front.
NATO has bolstered annual air drills being held over Baltic countries, while Russia announces partial retreat
from the Ukrainian border.
Yesterday the UK presented plans to join the European monetary union, to weaken the Russian economy.
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The Many Faces of MUIMUN: Chair Nour Fellah

What’s your
first
impression
of Münster?
Nour:
Münster is all
green,
all
sunny. I heard
that last year it
was cold and
rainy.
So
maybe, we brought the sun with us
from Tunisia. And it’s the first time I
see so many people using the bike, it’s
really sustainable.
What’s your experience with
MUNs so far?
Nour: Actually, this will be my first
MUN abroad, so I’m pretty excited. I

used to chair MUNs in Tunisia and
was a delegate there as well. It’s not
very different, but it’s exciting to see
how it’s organized in other countries
and how other people are dealing
with it.
Why did you decide to do
MUIMUN?
Nour: Actually, I had a friend who
used to be a delegate at MUIMUN
two years ago, and she was very
impressed and told me I should try it.
Also, there were plans in Tunisia to
do MUNs abroad and I thought that
MUIMUN was a good start as my
friend really liked it.
What do you expect from this
week?
Above all I would like to meet new

people, see new cultures and
experience a simulation abroad. I
would also like to make friends — the
committee is small, so we will be all
friends together, like a little family.
Do you have any advice for the
MUN beginners this week?
Nour: Be spontaneous. Leave it to
the moment. Don’t be too well
organized. You can’t be 100 percent
organized all the time. You will feel
the moment, you will meet new
people. All the new kinds of
surprises, good and I hope not bad,
will always be a part of this
adventure.
By Lisa Neidl

Why MUIMUN was a good choice

Especially all those among us who
could be called MUN-addicts, those
kids travelling dozens of kilometres
to spend a day, a weekend, or a week
in a stuffy room to either drive others
nuts or be driven nuts by others due
to annoying behaviour and opinions
— doing all of this voluntarily — often
ask themselves why they continue
doing what they do. And why it was
just about the right decision to come
to MUIMUN again or for the first
time. This story is to you and your
brilliance of choice.
MUIMUN in Münster. Not too
many people know that cute little
place in Germany, famous for cycling
and countless amounts of students
and churches. Oh, and the rain. Of
course. But hold on, this is going in
the wrong direction. Where was I…
right, MUIMUN. Once a year, March
or April most of the times, around
200-250 students from all over the
world gather in Münster for a week
of thrilling debates, cultural exchange
and negotiating solutions not only
during the day but over a beer or two
at the social night outs. If you

happened to meet the “old ones”, the
ones that the Germans call “the old
rabbits”, they probably already told
you why MUIMUN in Münster was a
good choice. Let’s be sure we all
know.
MUIMUN offers a great
opportunity among all the small and
the big MUNs around the globe to
experience unique features of the
MUN-World. Although not one of
the cheapest in Germany, MUIMUN
as the second largest German MUN
includes so many fantastic
happenings. Not every MUN-veteran
gets the chance to negotiate the
world’s problems in the cradle of the
Westphalian Peace. No other MUN
enables financially disadvantaged
students to participate at a
conference on the other side of the
planet. Not every MUN prepares the
next generation of MUN-fellows by
offering local High-School students
the partaking and on the other hand
challenging university students to
interact with them. We allow
everyone to continue debating over
lunch at excellent venues in town and

one might witness delegates’
attempts on trying their very best
strategy to convince others from
working papers or draft resolutions
at the nightly events. During the
workshops, experts enable delegates
to widen their horizons on different
issues and inform on interesting
topics. A great organising team is the
whole time mostly concerned to
make the time an unforgettable and
most enjoyable experience for
everyone, trying to handle problems
or questions immediately and to
everyone’s satisfaction. Oh, and
please, let’s not forget about the
coffee and cookies during sessions.
This glorious, dark sweet temptation
that helps overcoming the lack of
sleep… A great week of debates,
food, most likely rain (have you ever
seen delegates arriving in rain
protection clothing … you will in
Münster), decent night outs — but
most importantly: Friendships for
life, all over the planet.
Let’s be honest. It was and always
will be the right choice.
By Jacky Westermann
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Round Table: It's all about Krombacher

The first meeting of the
scholars took place on Sunday
evening in the local pub „Das
Blaue Haus” (The blue
house). And of course, it was
a very serious issue, with
young people from all over
the
world
discussing
important political matters…
Actually, it was not. That
evening, politics stayed at
home. It was much more
about getting to know each
other, talking about the first
impressions of Münster or the
voyage. For example there were
Tamar from Georgia and Mesrop
from Armenia. They both arrived on
Saturday and are really looking
forward to the conference.
Both enjoyed Münster so far,
especially the lifestyle with all the
bicycles. Mesrop actually said that
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Tamar and Mesrop even
knew the German brew
“Krombacher” from their
country and both of them
thought it was a great
brand.
Of course the meeting
was not, as suggested in the
headline, all about beer.
Finally, the melting pot
buzzed with impressions
and stories and one could
feel the ambitious and
enthusiastic
prevailing
going by bike would be suicide in mood preceding the conference.
Yerewan, Armenia´s capital. They
both also liked the city itself. While
Tamar enjoyed the historic city centre
and the lush greens, Mesrop adored By Johannes Huland
the calmness and the mild weather.
And what is also compulsory
during a conversation in a German
pub? That’s right, German beer.

AU: Assuming responsibility as international community
The African Union
founded in 2011 is an
important
regional
organization, comprising
almost all independent
nations on the African
continent. Its tasks are
extremely diverse, ranging
from peacekeeping to
social development, from
economic cooperation to
health care and education.
“Africa is a continent with
many possibilities: The growing
economy, the natural recourses and
the very young population offer a
huge potential.” This quotation was
made by Gerd Müller, German
Minister of Development, during his
flight to South Sudan last week. But
civil war and exploitation determine
the everyday lives of many Africans
and economic, political and social
development seem to be impossible

in some countries due to
circumstances.
The African Union (AU) at
MUIMUN 2014 will focus on two
actual topics which are prime
examples for challenges the
international community currently
has to face in Africa.
Topic A: Challenges of the
Youngest African Country — The
Aftermath of the South Sudan

Conflict
Topic B: Exploiting Africa´s
Mineral Resources — A Matter
of Sovereignty
The euphoria that followed
independence of South Sudan
on July 9, 2011 was short
lived. Complex political,
economic and humanitarian
issues have resurfaced.
Furthermore the creation of a
legal framework and common
standards for more reasonable
trading with African mineral
resources could be in the centre of
attention.
The chairs, Florian Wittrock and
Jan-Ole Kaevel, are looking forward
to fruitful debates and solutions to
enable Africa to tap its full potential.
By Magdalena Tröndle
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CEPAL: Economic integration amidst power imbalances

As one of the five regional UN
bodies the “Economic Commission
for Latin America and the
Caribbean” aims at invigorating
economic
integration
and
collaboration between the member
states.
This year´s conference topics
critically
assess
different
implementations of economic
approaches and address political
imbalances:
Topic A: “The subsistence of the
Organization of American States
(OAS) as a political regional organ
for democracy, or the creation of an
alternative organisation”
Topic B: “Common markets in the
region vs. free commerce in the
continent according to the Doha
Development Round”
The first topic introduced by
MUIMUN chairman Jose Antonio

Viella Sierrra and his co-chair María
Emília Alvarez Falconi arouses
considerable criticism on the
structuring of the Organization of
American States. In the eye of many
Latin-American countries the
predominance of the United States
obstructs the consistency, neutrality
and transparency of the OAS which

opens a debate on the
organization´s future.
Finding an economical concept
that allows for the high profits
from free trade and meanwhile
vitalizes regional markets is an
ambitious challenge. When
discussing Topic B, liberal
concepts as introduced by the
Doha Development Round and
embraced by the United States
clash Latin-American agricultural
structures and raise the question
on how two different economic
philosophies can be merged in a
sustainable policy for the continent.
Being one of the conference´s
flagships the Spanish-speaking
committee enriches the conference
by bringing in a new language and
delegates
from
different
backgrounds.
By Franziska Funke

ECOSOC: Steps on the road to the Millenium Goals
By definition, the Economic
and Social Council’s goal is to
“achieve
international
cooperation in solving
international problems of an
economic, social, cultural or
humanitarian character [...]”
As a step on the long to way to
fulfill
the millenium
development goals the chairs of
the ECOSOC, Sjifra de Leeuw
and Holger Teske, decided to
focus on economic cooperation
by choosing the following topics
to be discussed:
A) Financial Inclusion and the
Increasing Significance of the
Informal Sector in
Providing Micro-Loans in SubSaharan Africa
B) Overcoming Energy Poverty
in Developing Countries
Unlike Asia most of the loans in
Sub-Saharan Africa are not provided

by the private sector but by the
public.
The lack of access to affordable
possibilities of financing upstarting
businesses is blocking the road to
higher personal income and a
growing GDP. The introduction of
institutions such as the Irish loan
funds or the Grameen Bank in
Bangladesh is expected to establish a

higher financial standard.
A globally standardized
definition of Energy Poverty is
yet to be determined hence a
precise goal is not in sight yet. By
solving the problem of energy
poverty the developing countries
will obtain the means to
industrial growth which is
heavily relying on the energy
invested in it. Also, researches
have shown it might simplify the
access to food, health and
medicine.
The ECOSOC is cooperating with
agencies such as World Bank and
IMF to fulfill its recommendations.
That is why it will be crucial for the
committee to reach a powerful
agreement.
By Felix Baumgärtel
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GA 1st: “Invisible” threats

This year’s 1st committee of the
General Assembly — the
Committee on Disarmament and
International Security/DISEC — is
focussing on two places not being
typical war arenas yet: Outer space
and cyberspace.
By choosing topics
- A: Militarisation, Weaponisation
and the Prevention of an Arms Race
in Outer Space and
- B: New Battlegrounds: The
Future of Cybersecurity and
Cyberwarfare),
DISEC chairs Bernhard Dröge and
Saad Arslan Iqbal introduced two
possible areas where conflicts could
take place and therefore often have
been classified as ‘threats of the
future’. Since the committee’s tasks
comprise disarmament, regulation of
weapons and the continuance of
peace, security and stability against

global challenges and threats to the
international community, this year’s
topics fit perfectly in its scope of
duties.
Every single day, we rely on space
activity, mainly satellites ensuring for
example communication and
navigation, as well as on dataexchange via the internet. All taking
place in spaces that are
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geographically
independent and of a
size beyond our
imagination.
Both
areas enable new
possibilities of attacks
and
create
an
increasing
vulnerability
of
potential
targets.
Within the overall
topic of MUIMUN
2014,
DISEC’s
delegates are now asked to first
decide which topic is more
important to their countries, to set
the agenda for this week and to start
fruitful debates to compensate and
solve the resulting issues due to a loss
of national sovereignty.
By Jacky Westermann

GA 6: Between defence and offence
Being one of the six
committees of the General
Assembly, the subject area of the
GA 6 first seems very general: It
deals with the legality of
international issues. This year,
the chairs Vilas Leonard Böller
and Anna Seyfert offered their
committee two very special and
important topics:
Topic A: Legality of Measures to
Eliminate International Terrorism
Topic B: Implementing the
Responsibility to Protect — “An
Idea whose Time has Come”
Terrorism has become an
omnipresent challenge all over the
world. Obviously many countries feel
the need to defend humanity against
terror attacks — preferably
preventative. However, the ways and
means used to fight terrorism are
controversial to some extent. The UN
finds itself placed between protecting

innocent people and guaranteeing
the human rights of all people. The
committee will have a closer look at
the measures in this conflict and at
the important borderline between
defence and offence.
The second topic is the
Responsibility to protect (R2P). This
concept, developed 2001 by the ICISS

and defined by the UN in 2005,
contains the options to prevent
conflict, react to conflict and to
rebuild a state. Considering the
sovereignty of nations, with this
concept the UN tries to find a way
to manage a balance between
limitation and assistance for every
nation. However, the concept has
various points that need to be
clarified. The delegates in the GA6
might challenge that task when
setting the agenda and filling the
next days with thrilling discussions
and life-enhancing solutions!
By Lisa Neidl
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HRC: Right to Development and Occupied Palestine

“All victims of human rights
abuses should be able to look to the
Human Rights Council as a forum
and a springboard for action”.
These are the words of UN
Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon at
the Opening of the 4th HRC
Session in March 2007 and like
every year MUIMUN’s HRC tries to
fulfil these requirements.
Established in 2006, the HRC is a
subsidiary body of the UN General
Assembly and responsible for
strengthening the promotion and
protection of human rights around
the globe. This year the member
states debate about two different
topics:
Topic A: The Human Rights
Situation in the Occupied Palestinian
Territories
Topic B: The Right to
Development

Concerning topic A, one has to say
that there has hardly been no other
conflict on earth that creates such a
complex mixture of historical,
religious, economic and geopolitical
elements. While the existence and
on-going expansion of the Israeli
settlements have serious implications
on the civil, political, economic,

social and cultural rights of the
Palestinian people, the Israeli citizens
are under a constant threat by
terrorist groups.
Topic B refers to the Declaration of
the Right to Development that
includes issues like the full
sovereignty over natural resources or
self-determination. Even 33 years
after its creation, Development’s
status as a human right is still not
recognized by several UN member
states.
These year’s chairs, Elena
Konstantinidou and Fawad Ali
Langah, are looking forward to guide
through constructive debates and to
fulfil HRC’s task to make the world
kind of a better place for human
beings and their rights.
By Leonie Gomm

ICC: Just a violent war criminal?
It is a premiere in
MUIMUN history: During
this year’s conference, the
International
Criminal
Court is participating for
the first time. The
procedures will strictly
follow the Statute of Rome,
to deliver a simulation as
realistic as possible to enrich
the conference.
However, the issue the ICC
is concerned with during
these five days is rather less pleasant.
The court has to deal with war
crimes committed by (fictional)
former FARC-Leader Alejandro
Rojes. In his time as a commander,
he was responsible for numerous
crimes. The specific reason for Rojes
prosecution is the murder of the
Colombian congressman Diego
Turbay.
During the next week, the ICC

needs to evaluate what kind of
crimes Rojes exactly has committed
and if these fall under the ICC’s
jurisdiction. In this special case, the
judges even need to ask themselves if
it was a Crime of Aggression. While
the FARC is certainly not at state
attacking Colombia, they are
undermining the sovereignty and
integrity of the country with their
actions. So, despite the fact that

Crimes of Aggression are
usually
dealing
with
struggles between two states,
in might be a possible
consideration.
While the ICC has to deal
with these questions, we all
need to ask ourselves if there
is more to that. The FARC is
revered for fighting for the
poor in rural areas where
the state is lacking influence.
And this brings up the
bigger question: How sovereign is
Colombia? Is it unable to support all
its citizens, so that these strengthen
paramilitary groups?
With these questions at hand, the
ICC’s sessions promise to be most
interesting for all of us and we can all
look forward to the next days, which
will certainly include some intriguing
developments.
By Johannes Huland
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SC: The situation in Western Sahara and women’s role in
peace and security
As one of the most powerful and
referendum

influential UN institutions, the
Security Council plays a major
role in taking actions regarding
serious conflicts. Due to the
unequal
distribution
of
permanent member states and
their powerful veto rights, which
can determine the fate of global
conflicts, it is also one of the most
criticized UN bodies.
The Security Council is not only
dealing with military actions, but
actually with a broad range of
issues, which is also reflected in this
year’s conference. These are the
topics MUIMUN’s Security Council
is debating throughout the week:
Topic A: „Women, Peace and
Security“ - despite countless
resolutions by the Security Council,
conflict-related violence against
women remains high and
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scheduled for 1992, it
has not taken place yet
and the situation
remains unresolved.
With several entities
claiming this territory,
there is a call for
action by the Security
Council.

involvement of women in
peacebuilding processes remains low.
There is a need for concrete action by
the Security Council to resolve this
crisis.
Topic B: “The Situation in Western
Sahara” refers to the disputed
territory in West Africa. Although
there was an independence

Chair
Isabel Lischewski
and Vice Chair Geert
de Vries are both experienced
MUIMUN participants and are ready
to tackle these issues with their
delegates passing urgently needed
resolutions.
By Susan Goessling

UNESCO: Preserving cultural heritage
“It is in the minds of men and
women that the defences of peace
and the conditions for sustainable
development must be built”. This
was the underlying idea when
UNSECO was found as a
specialized agency of the UN in
1945 and has not lost its relevance
since.
This years UNESCO sessions mark
a new beginning in MUIMUN
history, as it will be the first time that
a committee will be held in French
language. The delegates will have the
chance to find solutions to two
highly relevant topics:
Topic A: The Protection of the
World Heritage Monuments and
Sites During Wars and Conflicts
Topic B: Peace Development and
Maintenance through Improving the
Access to Public Health Services and
to Education of the Vulnerable
Populations
With conflicts in Mali and Syria

leading to the damaging and near
destruction of World Heritage Sites
as a side effect of armed conflicts,
Topic A has proven to be of high
importance today. UNESCOs world
heritage classification list includes
artifacts of the world’s historical and

cultural identity. These marks of
mans past are irreplaceable, the
international community must
preserve
them
under
all
circumstances.
Building peace starts in the mind of
the world’s population, achieving
this goal thus calls for the
participation of as many individuals
as possible. Finding solutions for
Topic B evolve around ways to
enable participation by ensuring
access to public health services and
education for the vulnerable
population.
Paula Sinziana Iancu and Nour
Fellah, this year’s chairs, strive to
create an environment for fruitful
debates in a productive committee
that aims to find ways for building
peace and assuring sustainable
development for a better tomorrow.
By Julian Philippi
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Today's Schedule
09:00-13:00 Committee Session 1
12:00-13:00 Lunch A
13:00-14:00 Lunch B
13:00-18:00 Committee Session 2
21:00-03:00 Global Village Party
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What Happened Today?
1. April 1948:

T

Workshops Wednesday 14:30
F029: Climate Change and
Development Policies
F030: Practical Teambuilding
Analysis
F033: Intercultural
Awareness
F041: Negotiating-Harvard
Style
F042: The Role of Religion in
the Work of the United
Nations
F043: Tabletop exercise
humanitarian assistance

he law of the Autonomy of Faroe Islands is signed. While the islands
remain under the protection of the danish crown, which also regulates
all foreign affairs, they resemble a sovereign state in all domestic affairs.
This allows the small group of islands to develop own political ways and
dogmas.

Typically Münster: Culinary Münsterland —
Westphalian cuisine
Münsterland people really know how to appreciate tasty food. The
Westphalian cuisine is good and solid. We like to eat broad beans with bacon,
some kind of coarse rye bread called “Pumpernickel” — which you can buy in
every supermarket by the way — and Töttchen. Wait… Töttchen? Yes,
Töttchen is the name for a hearty meatragout with a hot and sweet-and-sour
taste. Originally it was labeled as a meal for poor people, but since it has been
so delicious, Töttchen quickly became some kind of a Münster national dish.
But what do we advise you to drink? Well, the answer is obvious, isn’t it? Try
German beer! ;-)

Evening Activity: Global Village Party

Let MUIMUN introduce you to remarkable dresses, culinary
delights and spicy surprises. The vibrant atmosphere of the global
village will sooner or later lead you onto the dance floor and make
you enjoy the night thoroughly. Your fellow delegates and friends
will be very glad about any contribution you can make in the form
of food or dress to take them on a voyage to your mother country
in turns.
Don’t forget to prepare your contribution to the traditional
MUIMUN dance! Otherwise actions will be taken such as singing
in committee or deprivation of lunch…
The Gobal Village Party is going to start at 9 pm in the Club
“Schwarzes Schaf”, Alter Fischmarkt 25-26.

German Tongue
Twister
Schnecken
erschrecken,
wenn
Schnecken an Schnecken schlecken,
weil zum Schrecken vieler Schnecken,
Schnecken nicht schmecken.
(Slugs get frightened when slugs lick
on slugs, because shockingly to many
slugs, slugs aren’t tasty.)

And whenever you have time, check out and
feed our brandnew gossip page on Facebook:
facebook.com/gossipmuimun2014
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Who is it?

’m small. Very small. Every now and then one will
find pictures where I was drawn with little heels
underneath my shoes. Also a very big hat helped me
to receive admiration during my “governing” period. I
had many friends — almost as many as enemies. There is
one country that humiliated me and my military
subordinates the most. It has 9 time zones.
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